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During this term I have undertaken work to start my PhD. I have chosen to undertake re-
search in density functional theory (DFT), specifically in the quantum mechanical case, with
the aim of formulating the theory in a more mathematical framework. As initial research I
looked at two novel approaches of understanding DFT; optimal transport and effective field
theory. To understand DFT using effective field theory, I looked at the paper [Fur]. I re-
searched DFT using optimal transport by reading the paper [CFK12] and investigated the
idea of formulating the ideas espoused there in the case of bosons (as opposed to the
fermions currently considered) and separately in the case of d-dimensions. I believe that
the optimal transport approach will prove easily applicable to the case of bosons, however
I believe that the semi-classical limit used to show asymptotic exactness of the method in
three dimensions will not be applicable in d-dimensions due to the embeddings required in
this method which are dimension dependent.

I then tried to use the Gross-Pitaevskii metholodgy to find an easy example of a limiting
case of the free energy that can be formulated using DFT formalism. To research the Gross-
Pitaevskii method I looked at Chapter 6 of [LSSY05] and the proof of the statements used
there in the paper [LSY00]. Having looked into this method I believe it should be relatively
easy to formulate the Gross-Pitaevskii energy in a DFT regime in the case of a real wave-
function. The case of a complex wavefunction which is physically more realistic is harder to
approach.
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